American democracy was born in Philadelphia, and Pennsylvania was founded on principles of tolerance. In recent years, however, this historic city has struggled with incidents of voter intimidation or coercion and problems stemming from the state’s antiquated election laws, established in 1937. Recent political rhetoric, some of it focused particularly on Pennsylvania, has led to growing concern about intimidation at the polls. However, the Secretary of State’s office has issued guidance on voter intimidation, discriminatory conduct, and the rules in effect at polling places on Election Day that should help protect voters and ensure they can have their voices heard.

Some Pennsylvania communities have experienced problems with voter intimidation and frivolous challenges to voter eligibility. During Philadelphia’s 2003 mayoral election, city police received 84 calls about voting-related incidents, including “assaults, disturbances, threats, harassment, vandalism,” and a “polling-place brawl,” according to the Philadelphia Inquirer. One of the candidates faced accusations that he “put together a team of men dressed in official-looking attire—dark suits, lapel pins bearing insignia of federal or local law-enforcement agencies” to drive around in unmarked vans and spread misinformation about voting. During the 2004 election, students voting at a University of Pittsburgh polling place had to wait in long lines as Republican poll watchers challenged their eligibility. Four years later, the U.S. Department of Justice obtained an injunction against a member of the New Black Panther Party after he was reported to be carrying a nightstick outside a Philadelphia polling site.

While some states have responded to similar incidents by strengthening their protections against voter challenges and voter intimidation, Pennsylvania has not. In fact, a bill recently proposed in the state legislature could make the problem worse by allowing voters to serve as poll watchers anywhere in the state—not just in their own counties, as current law requires. State Rep. Brian Sims (D) warned that the bill’s “intent is to create a situation at polling locations that make voters uncomfortable.” Just last week, state Republicans filed a complaint in the District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania to allow poll watchers to cross county boundaries.
Many voting rights advocates are concerned that heightened rhetoric will lead to voter intimidation and frivolous challenges from poll observers in this year’s election. Despite extensive multiyear investigations failing to prove voter fraud, Republican candidates and legislators have warned of voter fraud and election rigging, and many have called on their supporters to watch the polls. The Pennsylvania League of Women Voters has cautioned that “overly aggressive poll watching can ... be a source of voter intimidation and suppression.”

Other voting rights advocates have expressed concerns that such activity could target African American communities. Recent presidential elections have seen steadily rising turnout by voters of color in Pennsylvania. Black voter turnout grew to 66 percent in 2012, compared with 59 percent in 2004.

What to watch for at the polls

Laws governing voter challenges and poll watchers

Because Pennsylvania places the burden on challenged voters to prove their eligibility, a 2012 report from Demos and Common Cause found: “Pennsylvania law is challenger-friendly and does not adequately protect the rights of those challenged inappropriately.” State law does not, however, allow challenges based on a voter’s race or ethnicity. Recent guidance from the Pennsylvania Department of State makes clear that “No election official may knowingly refuse the vote of a registered voter.”

Before Election Day, any Pennsylvania voter may be challenged by another voter registered in the county through two avenues—either through an affidavit or a petition. If challenging via affidavit, the challenger only has to give a reason for the challenge and does not have to substantiate the allegation. Rather, the challenged voter then has to respond in a sworn statement and bears the burden of providing “evidence as may be required to satisfy” the election official that they are qualified. By contrast, a petition to challenge a voter’s eligibility, which can be filed by any voter in the county up to 10 days before an election, must be submitted “under oath” and include “sufficient grounds for the cancellation” of a voter’s registration. The petition must state that it was delivered to the voter at least 24 hours before being filed or that the challenged voter no longer resides at the residence listed, according to that residence’s current occupant. Just as with an affidavit, however, the burden of proof shifts to the challenged voter, and election officials must cancel the voter’s registration unless the voter “appears and shows cause why this action should not be taken.”
On Election Day, voters can be challenged by election officials, poll watchers, and other voters. Voters can only be challenged on two grounds—if a challenger has a good faith reason to question a voter’s identity or a good faith reason to believe a voter has changed their residence. If a voter is challenged they must find a witness who is also a registered voter in the county to testify to their qualifications. Voters challenged on Election Day are allowed to cast provisional ballots, but they must show up for a hearing within a week after the election if they want their votes counted.

Pennsylvania grants poll watchers “powerful and perhaps intrusive powers,” as noted in a recent law review article summarizing state laws on poll watchers. However, county and state political party leaders have said that they will not issue poll watching certificates to people who will challenge voters without a reason. State law allows poll watchers and all voters to “challenge any person making application to vote and to require proof of his qualifications.” Poll watchers are allowed to examine the list of registered voters and keep a list of voters who turn out.

The Pennsylvania Department of State recently issued guidance outlining who is allowed in a polling place: “Watchers may not engage voters or otherwise interfere with the orderly process of voting.” The guidance describes the obligation of each precinct’s judge of elections to “not permit routine or frivolous challenges that are not supported with a stated good faith basis.” The department’s guidance specifies that returned mail does not qualified as a “good faith basis” for a challenge.

Candidates can appoint two poll watchers for each election district, and political parties can appoint three watchers in any election that includes their candidates. Although every poll watcher must be a registered voter in the county, recently proposed legislation would allow voters to serve as watchers anywhere in the state. Only one watcher for each party is allowed to be in a polling place at any given time until voting is complete. During counting, all watchers may remain in the polling place. Each watcher must be certified and must “show their certificates when requested to do so.”

Laws governing voter intimidation

The Pennsylvania Secretary of State’s office has provided important guidance about rules for polling places and what constitutes voter intimidation and discriminatory conduct. Importantly, the department notes:

*Election officials are prohibited under federal law including the United States Constitution, the Voting Rights Act, and the Americans with Disabilities Act, from discriminating against voters based on race, ethnicity, national origin, language, disability or religion, or from allowing any discriminatory conduct by private actors to affect voters.*
As mentioned above, many voting rights advocates fear that poll watchers could exceed their authority by harassing or intimidating voters. Pennsylvania law prohibits any attempts to intimidate or coerce someone into voting for a particular candidate or not voting. The state also forbids the use of fraud in influencing voters. Legislators have recently considered bills to strengthen penalties for voter intimidation. Under current state law, individuals who intimidate voters into not casting a ballot can be fined up to $5,000 and face two years in prison. Federal law also prohibits any attempts to intimidate, threaten, or coerce voters. Attempts to intimidate, threaten, or coerce voters are illegal under federal law. There are also specific federal laws against conspiring to deprive a person of his or her right to vote, and a person convicted of conspiring to interfere with a person's right to vote can face up to 10 years in prison.

State law prohibits the presence of police officers at polling places, unless election officials or three voters request their presence to address a disturbance. Voters licensed to carry firearms can legally carry them in polling places, except for polling places in schools or courthouses. The Pennsylvania Department of State mandates:

> Individuals inside or outside the polling place who behave aggressively with a firearm or who ostentatiously demonstrate that they are carrying a firearm and that behavior either is intended to or has the effect of intimidating voters will be removed, reported to the appropriate authorities for investigation and prosecution.

Wait times

Pennsylvania voters, on average, have not faced long lines in recent general elections. Voters waited an average of nine minutes in 2012 and 15 minutes in 2008. This is well within the bipartisan Presidential Commission on Election Administration’s recent recommendation that no citizen should have to wait more than 30 minutes to vote.

In Philadelphia and on some college campuses, however, voters have faced much longer wait times. A report from the Advancement Project found that students at historically black Lincoln University “waited more than 6 hours and some waited 8 hours to cast their ballots” during the 2008 election after election officials moved a polling site without adequate notice and as a result of “unlawful challenges.” Election officials settled a lawsuit reversing their earlier decision to move a polling place off the Lincoln University campus.

Election administration budgets and plans

As in other states, Pennsylvania elections are administered by county boards of elections. In Philadelphia, the three city commissioners—an office created in 1854 after the consolidation of the city and county of Philadelphia—are responsible for administering
The commissioners are elected, but they must include at least one Democrat and one Republican. There have been calls to replace this system with appointed election professionals.

After the 2012 election, Philadelphia Mayor Michael Nutter (D) created a “fact-finding team” to analyze the problems that many of the city’s voters faced. The team found that delays or errors in processing registration applications caused “thousands of properly registered voters” to be omitted from voting rolls. Voters who registered to vote near the end of the registration period faced a “strong likelihood” that their names would not appear in the poll books or on the “supplemental sheets” with lists of voters who registered later.

Moreover, the registrations of 607 first-time 18-year-old voters were not activated due to an administrative error. “The fact that hundreds of first-time voters potentially had a negative voting experience … undermines voter confidence in a new generation of voters,” the team wrote. Other problems included “inconsistent” poll worker training, confusion over the invalidated voter identification law, and ineffective assistance with voting machine problems.

The city has addressed some of these problems, and the state of Pennsylvania created a new voter education program this year. The Pennsylvania Department of State has offered guidance to counties on creating election administration plans that include provisions for processing registration applications and poll worker training.

Use of provisional balloting

Due to the problems in 2012, 4 percent of Philadelphia voters cast a provisional ballot. The statewide percentages were much lower. In 2008, 0.54 percent of Pennsylvania voters cast a provisional ballot, though the number grew to 0.85 percent in 2012. The report from Mayor Nutter, however, found that Philadelphia voters were “eight times more likely to have to use a provisional ballot” than voters in any other jurisdiction in Pennsylvania, and half of those provisional ballots resulted from errors in election administration.

The mayor’s report highlighted the experience of one voter in particular: Margaret Grace. Grace and other voters argued with the judge of elections and poll workers who requested photo identification, even though the state’s voter identification law had recently been struck down. Only after some delay and after Grace refused to fill out a provisional ballot was she able to cast a standard ballot by machine.

A 2014 Center for American Progress report found that in 2012, in Pennsylvania and 15 other states, the counties with the most voters of color used the most provisional ballots.
Election programs and technologies

A recent report from the Brennan Center for Justice found that although Pennsylvania election officials had discussed the need for new voting machines, the state had not yet allocated any funding for updated technology. Most of the voting machines in the state are more than 10 years old.

In Philadelphia in 2012, many paper poll books and their accompanying supplemental sheets were incomplete, due to the delay in processing paper voter registration forms. The state has since started to use online registration. Some, but not all, jurisdictions in the state have electronic poll books.

While Philadelphia has not moved to electronic poll books, a city official recently recommended that the city should investigate the possibility. Mayor Nutter’s report on Philadelphia’s experience in 2012 found that nonfunctioning machines caused long lines, noting that the city’s voting machines “were made by a company … that no longer manufactures or services voting machines.” Many poll workers reported problems obtaining technical assistance from the city commissioners’ office.

Conclusion

While the majority of voters will not encounter problems, the City of Brotherly Love could see voters and poll watchers clashing at the polls, as it has in past elections. The state’s laws allow any voter to challenge other voters, and the burden is on challenged voters to prove that they are qualified to cast a ballot. Properly registered voters should not have to fight to prove that they are who they claim to be or find a neighbor who can testify to election officials. But the state’s guidance on voter intimidation, discriminatory conduct, and rules governing polling places on Election Day should help prevent problems. A nonpartisan national coalition has an extensive, coordinated, on-the-ground network of volunteers working to assure that all eligible voters have a smooth voting experience. Any voter who has questions or problems can call 866-OUR-VOTE for assistance.

Given the recent inflammatory rhetoric and tensions over observers, it is critical that voting rights advocates and state elections officials promote necessary public education in advance of the election to prevent problems at the polls in Pennsylvania this November.

Billy Corriher is the Director of Research for Legal Progress at the Center for American Progress. Liz Kennedy is the Director of Democracy and Government Reform at the Center.
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